DaVinci’s Secret TM - The Clue TM
Historical figures, events and c ultures have all left us clues to secrets,
treas ure s and myths. Passed on by a chosen few who have s ucceeded in
masking the secrets , it is now time to follow the clues and attempt to
uncover their mysteries.
Leonardo DaVinci include d several secret elements s uch as mirror
writing, alternate spelling and newly fabricated word definitions within
his works and notes. The Mona Lis a and the Last Supper have long been
debated in terms of their own mysteries - a q uestionable smile and
possible ins ight to the Holy Grail. Are these all clues to an even bigger
mystery?
Welcome to yo ur jo urney thro ugh 7 uniq ue p uzzles. Vent ure the trail and
uncover the clues and, possibly, solve the mystery.
Break the codes to uncover the secret scroll entombed deep within
DaVinci's greatest mystery and reveal the clues to solving The Eq uation™

Use the clues provided to release the hidden scroll. The scroll will provide additional
clues for subsequent puzzles as well as to the password to gain access to even more
Sacred Myths and Legends info on line @ www.familygamesamerica.com

Family Games America FGA Inc. takes pride in manufacturing high quality games and puzzles using natural materials. Please
keep in mind that natural fibers have a tendency to react to variances in global temperatures and conditions. Differing humidity levels
may cause wood to swell or shrink, thereby causing pieces to loosen, tighten, or puzzle mechanisms to block temporarily.
Please use a drop of carpenter’s glue to reattach any loose pieces, and use patience for tight or blocked pieces. Thank you.
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